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Abstract—We present a demo application of a web-based
recommender systems that is powered by the “Movie Genome”,
i.e., a rich semantic description of a movie’s content, including
state-of-the-art audio and visual descriptors and metadata (genre
and tags). The current version of the Movie Genome web
application implements content-based filtering approaches. Due
to its modular implementation and the free availability of its
source code, it can be easily extended to various context-aware
and user-aware scenarios. A personality questionnaire is already
integrated into the web application, which allows it to also serve
as testbed for personality-aware recommendation algorithms.
Index Terms—multimedia, movie recommender system,
content-based filtering, web application, Movie Genome

I. I NTRODUCTION
Users base their decision making about which movie to
watch typically on the movie’s content, whether expressed
in terms of metadata (e.g., genre, cast, plot, or reviews)
or the feeling experienced after watching the corresponding
movie trailer. In the latter case, the visual content (e.g., color,
lighting, motion) and the audio content (e.g., music or spoken
dialogues) play a crucial role in driving users’ perceived
affinity to the movie. The above examples underline that
human interpretation of multimedia items is by nature contentoriented. In addition, from a business perspective, a movie’s
content (both semantic and style) and the casting crew play a
key role in determining if the producing company can satisfy
the consumers’ expectations [1]. Consumers’ interpretation of
movies is directly linked to their expectations of the multimedia content (i.e., audio, visual, and metadata) and the latter
can determine the final increase or decrease in the purchase
volume of the movies.
Recommender systems (RS) are nowadays widely applied,
in e-commerce websites, movies and music streaming platforms, or on social media to point users to items (products
or services). Most real-word movie RS deployed to date rely
on collaborative filtering (CF) models due to their state-ofthe-art accuracy. CF models exploit the collaborative power
of user-item interactions, either implicit (e.g., clicking or
purchasing actions) or explicit (e.g., ratings), to compute

recommendations and ignoring the role of item content in the
recommendation process [2], [3].
As an alternative to CF, content-based filtering (CBF)
methods recommend items that are similar in content to the
items liked by the user [4], [5]. Since this approach requires
almost no preference information of the users, CBF can be
effectively used to alleviate cold-start issues and is more
privacy-preserving. However, CBF models traditionally use
metadata to describe movie content [5]. We argue that the
perception of a movie in the eyes of spectators is influenced
by many factors, not only related to its genre, cast, and plot,
but also to the overall film style [6]. For example, the movies
Schindler’s List and Empire of the Sun are both dramatic
movies directed by Steven Spielberg, both describing historical
events. However, they are completely different in style, with
the former shot documentary-like in black and white and the
latter shot using bright colors and making heavy use of special
effects. Although these two movies share high similarity with
respect to metadata, their different styles are likely to affect
the viewers’ feelings and opinions differently [7].
In this demo paper, we therefore present a novel contentcentric web-based framework for movie search and recommendation algorithms that:
1) is powered by a pure CBF model exploiting state-ofthe-art audio and visual descriptors as well as editorial metadata (genre and tags), which we call “Movie
Genome” [7],
2) supports users with a wide range of functionalities common in online video streaming services such as Netflix,1
3) can be easily configured to facilitate the execution of
controlled empirical studies such as [7]–[9],
4) can serve as versatile testbed for implementations of
personalized recommendation algorithms by embedding
questionnaires for demographics, personality, and other
user characteristics.
As another contribution, we publicly release the source code
of the web application and the Movie Genome features [10].2
1 https://www.netflix.com
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2 https://github.com/yasdel/RecMusicApiOpenShift.git

II. T HE M OVIE G ENOME C ONTENT D ESCRIPTORS
The proposed Movie Genome system uses state-of-the-art
visual and audio features, tested in several previous works to
solve different movie recommendation tasks [7], [9], [10]. To
the best of our knowledge, this is one of the first commerciallike movie RS exploiting state-of-the-art audio, visual, and
metadata descriptors, while existing systems are limited either
to CF or CBF based on metadata. The content descriptors are
detailed in the following. Further details can be found in [7].
A. Audio Features
Our system integrates two kinds of audio features: (i)
block-level features and (ii) I-vector features. Both have been
exploited successfully in tasks such as speaker identification,
music classification and recommendation [11].
Block-level features (BLF) are extracted from audio segments of a few seconds, in contrast to frame-level features
which operate on much shorter units. Therefore, BLF can
capture temporal aspects of an audio recording to some degree.
They have been shown to perform very well in audio and
music retrieval and similarity tasks. We use the six features
defined in the BLF framework [12], which capture: spectral
aspects (spectral pattern, delta spectral pattern, variance delta
spectral pattern), harmonic aspects (correlation pattern), rhythmic aspects (logarithmic fluctuation pattern), and tonal aspects
(spectral contrast pattern). The extraction process results in a
9,948-dimensional feature vector per video.
I-vectors are a state-of-the-art representation learning technique adopted in different audio-related domains [13], such as
speech processing, music recommendation, and acoustic scene
analysis. An i-vector is a fixed-length and low-dimensional
representation containing rich acoustic information. I-vectors
are computed based on frame-level features such as Melfrequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) which reflect timbral
aspects of an audio signal. They are latent variables that
capture total variability to represent how much an audio
excerpt is shifted from the average excerpt of a collection [7].
Here, we use 20-dimensional MFCCs, 512 components in the
GMM, and final i-vectors of dimensionality 200.
B. Visual Features
Two types of visual features are leveraged in the Movie
Genome: (i) aesthetic visual features and (ii) deep learning
features extracted with the AlexNet network [14].
Aesthetic visual features (AVF) were originally proposed
in [15] for measuring the beauty of coral reefs. They are
based on characteristics of image aesthetics in photography
and paintings, and are driven by concepts such as image
composition, color theory, or interestingness. The features have
been grouped into three categories: color-based, texture-based,
and object-based, as proposed by [15], adding up to a 107dimensional vector for each video frame.
Deep learning features using AlexNet [14] have won the
2012 Image Net Large Scale Visual Recognition Competition
(ILSVRC).3 For our task, we use the output of the fc7 layer
3 http://www.image-net.org/challenges/LSVRC

for each frame in the video which has also shown good results
in tasks such prediction of media interestingness and emotion
recognition. This yields a 4,096 dimensional descriptor vector
for each frame. To aggregate the frame-level features into a
movie-level descriptor for both types of visual features, we
use a standard statistical averaging summarization.
C. Metadata Features
We also include metadata as one of the content categories
since it is the one most commonly used. Two types of
metadata features are leveraged: (i) genre and (ii) tags, where
genre labels are provided by experts (editorial) whereas tags
are crafted by users (user-generated). Adoption of these two
complementary categories can add semantic value to the user
profile created in the recommendation system.
Genre features: Each movie in our dataset is labeled
with one or more genres out of 18: Action, Adventure,
Animation, Children, Comedy, Crime, Documentary, Drama,
Fantasy, Film-Noir, Horror, Musical, Mystery, Romance, SciFi, Thriller, War, and Western. The final genre feature vector
is a binary 18-dimensional vector.
Tag features: Tags are user-generated text labels (keywords) associated to movies or actors. We represent tag features adopting the common vector space model with TF-IDF
weights (after a series of prepossessing steps such as punctuation removal, casefolding, stop-word removal and Porter
stemming described in [9]). The final tag feature vector is of
dimensionality 10,228 per video. Note that both genre and tag
features are collected from the MovieLens 20M dataset [16].
III. T HE M OVIE G ENOME R ECOMMENDER
The presented Movie Genome Recommender is entirely
web-based and can be run on a variety of devices, from tablets
to smart TVs to laptops to smart phones. Next to its use
as a full-fledged content-based movie recommender, it can
serve as an evaluation framework for movie recommendation
and retrieval algorithms, which can be conveniently set up to
conduct controlled experimental studies. The Movie Genome
Recommender provides access to a large catalog of thousands
of Hollywood trailers, which can be browsed by users who
can also obtain descriptive information about each movie.
Users provide to the system their preference information about
a few movies. They subsequently receive recommendations
matching their taste based on the various content attributes
of the movie, i.e., the Movie Genome. In the following, we
describe the use of the system.
Step 1: Demographics and background information. The
interaction of the user with the system starts with a sign-up
process where she is initially asked to provide her e-mail address, user name, and password. To respect user’s privacy, the
system allows their users to remain anonymous by providing
an option to conceal their true e-mail address. Afterwards,
the user is asked to provide basic demographics (age, gender,
education, nationality), indicators of her movie consumption
behavior (number of movies watched per month, consumption

channels), and some optional social media identifiers (such as
Facebook and Instagram). This step is shown in Figure 1a.
Step 2: Five factor personality assessment. In this step, the
user is invited to fill out the Ten Item Personality Inventory
(TIPI) questionnaire from which the system can assess her
Big Five personality traits, i.e., openness, conscientiousness,
extroversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism [17]. This step is
illustrated in Figure 1b. While the current version of the system does not implement a personality-aware recommendation
engine, the implementation of this questionnaire enables an
easy later integration. This step is shown in Figure 1b.
Step 3: Preference elicitation. Since the goal of a recommender system is to assist its user with decision making, it
is essential to model the user’s preferences. At the start of
interaction, the user preferences are always incomplete and
tend to alter in different contexts. Therefore, in this step, the
system collects user preference information to help satisfying
her entertainment/information need. Preference elicitation is
realized in a two-fold manner. First, the user is invited to
select her favorite genre. Then, tailored to the selected genre,
she can scroll through productions from different years in a
user-friendly manner and is asked to select four movies as her
favorites. She can watch the trailers for the selected movies
and provide her preference feedback using a 5-level Likert
scale. These steps are illustrated in Figures 1d, 1e, and 1f.
Step 4: User profile generation and recommendation. The
system now creates a user profile based on the preference
information obtained in the previous steps to filter the items
and generate a ranked list of items by computing the most
similar item profiles with respect to the computed user profile.
More precisely, the Movie Genome recommendation engine is
based on a CBF recommendation model using an item-based
nearest neighbor approach [5] where the unknown preference
score (i.e., rating) for user u and item i is computed as
X
1
sij ruj
(1)
r̂ui = P
j∈Nu (i) sij
j∈Nu (i)

in which Nu (i) denotes the k items in the profile of user u
most similar to item i and sij is the content similarity score
between item i and j. We use k = 10 and cosine similarity
as similarity metric for all features except for the metadata
genre features for which Jaccard coefficient is used. Three
recommendation lists are generated based on the constituting
features of the Movie Genome considering: (i) only audio
features, (ii) only visual features, and (iii) only metadata.
Note that in previous work [18], we performed a study and
showed that trailers and movies share similar characteristics
in a movie recommendation scenario. Based on this finding,
our system uses movie trailers instead of the entire movies to
extract features, which makes it more versatile and effective
as trailers are more easily available than the full movies.
To facilitate execution of empirical studies, the system also
supplies a survey containing 22 questions originally adopted
from [19] in order to measure the user’s perception of the
recommendation lists according to different quality metrics
(e.g., perceived relevance or novelty) [7]. Finally, we would

like to invite the reader to see the proposed system in action,
by watching a provided demo video.4
IV. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we described a web implementation of a
CBF movie recommender system dubbed Movie Genome
Recommender. It integrates rich semantic descriptors of the
movies’ content, including audiovisual features (state-of-theart audio and image descriptors) and metadata (genre and
tags). We call these features the Movie Genome [7].
The Movie Genome Recommender provides functionalities
that are available on the vast majority of video-on-demand
and streaming services such as Netflix. In addition to the
implemented content-based filtering techniques, the system
can be easily extended to various context-aware and useraware scenarios thanks to its modular implementation and the
freely available source code and Movie Genome features [10].
For this purpose, sociodemographics and personality questionnaires are already integrated into the web application. So are
questionnaires to measure the perceived user experience in
terms of beyond-accuracy metrics (e.g., perceived diversity,
satisfaction, and novelty). Bringing these functionalities together in one place provides a testbed for personalized and
personality-aware recommendation. Implementing respective
algorithms as well as latest state-of-the-art models based on
deep learning [20], [21] forms part of future work.
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